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    The limitless dreamscapes of places, beings, and adventures that feed our waking lives.

  

  
    
      These are inner lands.


    

  

  



  					
	
              
              
  
    Daydreams, fleeting perceptions, and the great fractals of the imagination.

  

  
    
      These are inner lands.

    

  

  



  					
	
              
                
              
              
  
    The curious stirrings of our inner senses and our body’s wisdom, longing to be heard over the dominant mind.

  

  
    
      These are inner lands.

    

  

  



  					
	
              
              
  
    Your specific callings from the unmanifest into being.

  

  
    
      These are inner lands.

    

  

  



  					
	
              
              
  
    The maps of ancestral lands and waters, inherited gifts and patterns - all are fathomless reservoirs of guidance, healing, and belonging when brought conscious.

  

  
    
      These are inner lands.

    

  

  



  					
	
              
                
              
              
  
    The invisible atmospheric strata of ideas and inspirations beckoning human collaborators.

  

  
    
      These are inner lands.

    

  

  



  					
	
              
              
  
    Our deeply buried beliefs that create the world we swim in.

  

  
    
      These are inner lands.

    

  

  



  					
	
              
              
  
    The community of earth whose diverse voices we often overlook as part of ourselves.

  

  
    
      These are inner lands.
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  Seyta Selter

A lifelong avid dreamer, my first memory is a dream from infancy in which an alligator bit my thumb off - posing a few different quandaries about Self, memory, and the nature of reality.

I am a bridge-maker, committed to grounding and normalizing extraordinary perceptual experiences as part of our natural human intelligence. Practicing dreaming and mind metaphysics as my primary focus for over 25 years, I have kept a dream journal and notes throughout my explorations. I actively cherish, constantly revisit, and unerringly follow the wisdom of my sleeping dreams, waking dreams, and intuition as they continue to reveal my unfolding life in its most brilliant and surprising nature.

Based on the trial and error of my obsessive personal research, I’ve gained unique expertise in living well from the whole self. Inner Lands is the best way I can describe my working terrain, in service of promoting an animistic and full-spectrum human experience and sharing my knowledge to support others in accessing their full human gifts. 

I’ve earned specialized training and experience teaching many inner and perceptive arts, including a Masters degree in East-West Psychology, certification as an Ancestral Healing Practitioner and Teacher through Ancestral Medicine, and certification in the Human Design system as a guide, through the International School of Human Design. 

It hasn’t been an ordinary career path. I have wound my way through a variety of applications of my talents, from my interests in consciousness and education to the creative arts of business. Stepping stones on my garden path include:
	Teaching full-time programs and individual courses in consciousness studies and dream psychology (at The Evergreen State College).


	Maintaining a private practice in ancestral healing and dream work, and holding group ceremony in these areas.

	Heading business operations for online and in-person education at Ancestral Medicine.

	Co-founding the Non-Ordinary Reality Database (NORD), a citizen science project for sharing, analyzing, and collectively taking a look at dreams and dream-like experiences reported on the internet (currently in ongoing re-development).

	Founding and running a classic sartorial house in Portland, OR (Duchess Clothier) focusing on individual authentic expression.

	Creative film industry roles in costume design, wardrobe, production, and management.

	Teaching and guiding in the Human Design arena at The Projector Movement and in private practice.

	Local historical research and writing.



Current occupations include ancestral research and writing, and creating curriculum on beliefs and mind metaphysics.

I enjoy enriching and loving relationships broadly with the totality of my being, and specifically with my ancestors, who spring from the Jewish diaspora as well as Celtic, Norse, and Germanic lands. I live gratefully within the all-encompassing body of the earth, fjord-side on Skokomish Twana lands in Washington State.
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  Schedule with me
While I am primarily not focused on working with one on one clients, I do enjoy it and am available for a few client sessions in the 11am Pacific hour. I recognize this may be too limiting in some cases, but if it works for you, please feel free to book below.
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  Question or comment?
I’d love to hear from you. Please contact me below, or send me an email at seyta @ innerlands.org.
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      Thank you! I will reply shortly.


      

    

  









    

  
  

  


  



          

          
            
          
        
      
      

      
        
  
  
  
  
  
  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  some kind words from clients & students
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                "Seyta Selter is an extraordinary facilitator of ancestral lineage healing, imaginal realm explorations, guided meditation and dream work. Equipped with a vast body of knowledge and experience, Seyta creates a safe space that is fertile ground for deep healing and discovery. Engaging in this work has been incredibly transformative, opening me to previously unknown internal worlds to help know myself more truly.
My experiences through Seyta's guidance have shifted a veil in which I perceive reality and have taught me how to nurture a fruitful relationship with my ancestors. Her loving presence in my life has undoubtedly contributed towards my ability to draw upon inner resources and navigate my way towards health and wholeness. Seyta's open heart, passion, spiritual connection and kindness have made a long lasting impression on me in which it is an honor to have the opportunity of such enriching experiences."

-Gavin Mast, Student and Client


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                “Seyta's ability to guide me through uncharted territories of my ancestral background, intuitively know how to proceed, and hold safe space is nothing short of amazing.  Her understanding of knowing that each session can be transforming, her deep connection with her own ancestors, and ability to step outside herself  and guide the process allows me the opportunity to do my best healing.  The process of healing my lineage/myself has been one of the most profound and deep experiences in my life.  I was not expecting that!  I am grateful and thankful to work with such a gifted healer.”
-Kim C., Ancestral Healing Client


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                “Seyta is an absolute wealth of wisdom!”

“Seyta is an excellent teacher and guide! She's very engaging, present, knowledgeable and informative.”
-Projector Movement Workshop Students


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                “I was brand new to Human Design when I came to Seyta for a reading. I'm very discerning about who I let read for me in general, and I know Seyta is a skilled and grounded adventurer of the "inner lands," so I was excited to discover that she had been studying this system in depth. 
What unfolded was an incredibly detailed story of my instincts, my nature, my desires, and my spirit; my whole life told from the inside out. While absolutely revelatory in the moment, I've found the days and weeks after the reading to still be yielding insights into how I work and how life works best for me. 
Seyta brings so much heart to the telling of your story, and the wisdom of how to live your story deeply in a truly self-honoring way. I couldn't be more grateful for Seyta's guidance, and will be seeking it for years to come.”
-Trece Spalten, Intuitive Guide and Mentor


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                “I came to Seyta during a time of great transition, having just turned 50, and having entered into a period of questioning around my work and purpose. The Human Design reading was rich, nuanced, and brought clarity to a number of places in my life where I've felt stuck for some time; it also helped me to perceive and understand myself in new ways. I felt so deeply validated! Seyta's insights helped me to trust that I have everything I need to move forward in joyful and generative manner.”
-M.A., Human Design Client


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                "I learned invaluable information about how to manage my beliefs, actions and emotions around business and energy. This is important for the fundamentals and a great course for beginners ready to dive into maximizing their potential around their career or work. Thank you for a thorough course and I look forward to part 2."
-Cindy, Projector Movement Student


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                "Incredible! This workshop was so invaluable, beyond all those that I've attended thus for Projectors. Seyta is an expert, so knowledgeable. She provided so many tips to experiment with and improving our Projector energy management, following our authority and strategy, healing from burnout, and all leading to Projector success. I can't wait for the next workshop." 
-Wendy L., Projector Movement Student


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                "Seyta's Human Design reading was very thorough and was incredibly ‘spot-on.’ Through her reflections, I was able to recognize patterns (both good and shadow) that I had not really been consciously aware of before, and all of her observations gave me food for thought about how to approach challenges and creativity in my life. My consult happened at a time of turmoil in my life, and her words opened doors for me that helped me be appreciative for what this turmoil is offering me and gave me a great deal of hope for my future. I can't recommend her too highly."
-Marie Goodwin, Human Design Client
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      Sign up with your email address to receive periodic news and updates.
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